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fourth century b.c. regular schools were established at the two
great gymnasia outside the walls of Athens, one under the
philosopher Plato and the other under Aristotle, his pupil. But
in the fifth century teachers were in the habit of travelling about
from city to city, and they made shift to teach their pupils in the
wrestling-schools or wherever else they could find them. The
enthusiasm they aroused, especially amongst the young, was
extraordinary. It seems that half the idle youths of Athens were
at one time occupied in drawing geometrical figures in the sand.
The characters in one of Plato's dialogues get up before dawn in
order to visit a savant who has lately arrived in the town. Often
pupils were so unwilling to abandon their studies that they would
follow their teachers to another city. Adults were scarcely less
keen^JVVejirejtold that the great Pericles himself spent half a
da^dcbating wifii a certain professor about an accident which
took place at some races. A horse had been killed by a chance
throw of a spear, and the question was whether the spear itself
was responsible, or the man who threw it, or the stewards who
looked after the games. Reading of books seems to have become
popular. In one play it is implied that the audience were able to
refer to a book of the words; and Plato says that a copy of a
certain philosopher's works could be bought for a very low price.
Such books were copied (as a rule by slaves) on parchment or on
papyrus brought from Egypt. The whole Athenian people seem
to have developed an inquisitive habit of mind which Aristo-
phanes parodies in a ridiculous passage, telling how every one
was asking *how' and 'why' and searching out the 'reasons and
the roots of things'.
Ay, truly, never now a man
Comes home but he begins to scan.
And to his household loudly cries,
* Why, where ys my pitcher? What's the matter?
'Tis dead and gone, my dear old platter.
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